Affiliations

We take pride in having created a reliable network of community, academic and scientific partners. Through this network we give students the opportunity to explore experiential learning and to create ties with local and national organizations connected to Food Systems and Sustainability.

COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS

Learn about the associations, non profit organizations and startups we partner with to create tailored learning opportunities.
ACADEMIC INSTITUTIONS

Learn about our academic scientific partnerships and collaborating universities. Learn how to become an affiliated University and create your custom program with us.
SCIENTIFIC PARTNERSHIPS

Discover which organizations we belong to and support. Learn about our national and global partners such as the Association for the Study of Food and Society and NAFSA.

Want to become a partner?

Whether you are an academic institution, an association, a local start up, a non profit organization or other, we will be happy to welcome you into our network. CONNECT WITH US

Connect with Us

Facebook Twitter Linkedin Instagram Youtube